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Preface

  

  
 

Please read the attached documents careful b
, which include important installation, usage, and safety direction. 

And please preserve all the documents appropriately for future reference. Our 
company does not take any responsibility if problem arise because of ignorance 
of the instructions offered by these documents.

efore installing and/or using the 
cooker hood 

Congratulations on the purchase of our Cooker hood,  which is designed to include 
many superior features  that permit you the fullest expression of your living.
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This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and 
persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 
experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand 
the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning 
and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.  

CAUTION: Accessible parts may become hot when used with 
                   cooking appliances

(not applicable to appliances that only discharge the air back into the room)

K)

(not applicable to appliances that only discharge the air back into the room)

L)When the range hood is located above a gas appliance, this distance
shall be at least 65 cm. If the instructions for installation for the gas 
hob specify a greater distance, this has to be taken into account.
The cooker hood shall be installed over the hob having no more than 
4 hob elements.
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1.Hood                                          2.Bellows
3.Air duct assembly                    4.Glass
5.Main body assembly               6.Filter assembly 
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Not more than750mm Not less than 650mm

2

280
Bulb 40

V~ 50Hz

When the range hood and appliances supplied with energy other than 
electricity are simultaneously in operation, 
the negative pressure in the room must not exceed 4 Pa (4 x 10-5  bar).

The cooker hood shall be installed over the hob having no more than 4 
hob elements.
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According to the Fig.3, make sure the position of the hoods on the 
wall. Then use the stencil to drill four Φ8 holes on  the  wall. Fix 
four sets expanding plugs and screws aimed at the four holes. 

Screw down the four crews. first screw down the upper two screws, 
then screw down the nether two screws.

Hang the hood and let it 's 4 installation holes aim at  4 screws, 
Adjust it to setting position.

Please make sure the outside dimension of the screws is 10mm.



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION
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Attention! 
Observe the warning in the instruction sheet concerning the operation of the 
appliance when air is discharged from the room.

To better discharge fume in the kitchen:
Please select appropriate exhaust pipe 
according to damper diameter size.

Please connect one end of the exhaust 
pipe with the cooker hood and tied with 
cable ties, and the other End with public
flue or the hole of the wall.

Exhaust pipe conjunction
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